
COMMITTEE TOEND HOMELESSNESS IN VICTORIA.

MINUTES of meeting JULY 24, 7 pm. at Silver Threads.

PRESENT:  Seb (in chair), Susan, Seb, Hilary, Heather, Mary, Tamara, 
Trudy, Joyanna, Diane,Kym,  Kecia, Vikki,  Alison and guest: Shellie 
Gudgeon.

1/ WELCOME, Introductions, acknowledgment that we meet on Lkwungen 
territory.  Agenda andadditions.

2/ NEWS FROM THE STREET
a/ David Tat warned about more View Tower evictions.
b/ Joyanna reported Rock Bay full of drug problems.
c/ Kym noted woman with three kids still in Rock Bay (TAPS has lobbied 
successfully to get them accommodation: see TC Thursday).
d/ Kym reported very heavy security at the Ska fest.  But the Outreach 
team saved someone passed out on Fentanyl (12 minutes of CPR).
e/ Joyanna reported two women she met in Our Place are too scared of 
downtown to come to our regular 7 pm meetings at Silver Threads.
f/ Kym reported Wildfire is paying $200 a month for private security.  
g/ Kecia spoke about the pain so many of the people on drugs are 
suffering and the many problems in getting help.
h/ Simon Nattrass, Black Press's most progressive reporter was fired. 
Please write polite letters to Black Press asking for this decision to be 
reversed.
i/ Vikki reported on the criminal conditions for involuntary patients at Eric 
Martin hospital. 

3/ THE GOOD NEIGHBOR AGREEMENT:  
a/ There was a useful exchange of views with Councillor Shellie Gudgeon 
on the GNA's, harm reduction and safe injection sites.  As a 'passionate 
advocate' for treatment for those with addictions, she sees a growing 
acceptance of sites distributing harm reduction supplies, of which there 
are now about 28 in the Lower Island. On the question of police presence 
at such sites, she believes they should respond to calls, but not be a 
continual presence at the site.  
b/ On GNAs, she recognized that few had originally consulted or invited 



the homeless community, but saw increasing desire for inclusiveness, and 
noted that the Our Place community meetings did include residents of Our 
Place.
c/ Many committee members challenged Ms Gudgeon, arguing that there 
is a three month waiting list for addiction treatment, that there is no 
privacy at VIHA harm reduction sites and addiction is still treated as a 
crime instead of a medical problem.
d/ GNA's are seen by many as another organ of social control. Police 
presence at meetings prevents many people from attending, the street 
family are already too busy finding food and shelter and dealing with 
bureaucracy to argue for themselves and if they are invited they feel 
unwelcome.  Inclusiveness is just another word not a reality.
f/ What needs to be changed? The following suggestions were offered:
* A complete re-write of every GNA so that they are not just one-sided 
documents that make the more fortunate feel happy and secure, and 
bring all affected parties to the table for discussions.  
* Greater understanding of organized oppression that contributes to the 
poor taking drugs to numb their pain. 
* Greater willingness to make GNA meetings more accountable,(e.g.
proper introductions and minutes sent to all who attend) and truly 
inclusive (e.g. food, bus tokens and encouragement to take part and have 
a voice in decisions). 

Many members thanked Ms. Gudgeon for listening and for her willingness 
to attend coming meetings and keep in touch.

4/ GATHERING ON THE GREEN SEPTEMBER 7. 
Kym and Alison reported preparations. Anawim House has offered its 
carpentry operation to help build a new speakers' corner.  The Music 
Conservatory will try and send musicians.  Joyanna, Diana and Susan will 
join Heather, Trudy, Alison and Kym (maybe others?) to form a working 
group. Next meeting will be 6 pm at the QV restaurant before the 7pm 
regular meeting July 31.

5. COALITION offer to nominate a member to the Leadership
Council: decision postponed until our Aug 14 meeting at Our Place.

6/ NEXT MEETINGS.  No confirmation yet, but we have invited Stan 



Lowe, the police complaints supervisor for Aug 14.

7/ Pass-the-hat raised $27.
  


